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About This Game

In 2455 AD, Kage Mishima used the magical powers of Daikatana, the most powerful sword ever forged, to alter time and
establish himself as supreme dictator. You are Hiro Miyamoto, one of the few people on earth who knows what happened. You
and your two friends Superfly Johnson & Mikiko Ebihara must travel through time to find the corrupted dictatorship and right

the wrongs inflicted on the world.

Key Features:

Two highly-trained sidekicks to watch your back

More than 50 superior enemies to slice and dice

25 glorious weapons to collect and utilize
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24 huge levels that span four time periods

Killer multiplayer capabilities for free network play
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Pretty good game with 4 different epizodes and different set of weapons in each of them. Very good music, especially in the
first episode.

Do not worry about save game stones, there are plenty of them + game is saved every time you enter the next section of the
map.

I recommend the hardest game mode.

Make sure that you've installed the fan-made patch. It fixes many bugs (especially those with companions) + introduces new
resolution options. Do not play this game without this patch.

Enjoy!. So so SO bad. Never buy this. I've played better games from 1st year Video game design students.. Of all Q2-Engine
games this will remain the last unfinished for me. The concept is great, however even due to nice patching of the community
and running on modern hardware, there are plenty of annoying flaws, which makes this one really unenjoyable for me.

1. Mouse speedup random. look to any direction a little faster and see how you do all of a sudden 90\u00b0 view changes
2. Leveldesign: Meh, just meh. Remember, when I read in the 90s, that from 2nd stage (greece), it becomes better. Indeed a
little, but after nice 3-4 levels again we are stuck in a "find the 5th f*cking key" pleb.
3. your partners are always stuck. everywhere. it sucks. I mean - i know i could disable this in v1.3, so just me and the game. but
hey, that is how it was designed...
4. enemy location: open a door, boom you are dead, go with a lift: boom you are dead. at least, at times you get squished by
some automated door, when you try to get your partner....

no, I gave this a big chance to win my heart and complete the q2 era. but I won't and John Romero should really be ashamed for
this title, which made it clear, that he was not the genius, people made him back then.
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